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ABSTRACT

Practical limitations on the duration of individual fMRI scans
have led neuroscientist to consider the aggregation of data
from multiple subjects. Differences in anatomical structures
and functional topographies of brains require aligning data
across subjects. Existing functional alignment methods serve
as a preprocessing step that allows subsequent statistical
methods to learn from the aggregated multi-subject data. De-
spite their success, current alignment methods do not leverage
the labeled data used in the subsequent methods. In this work
we propose a semi-supervised scheme that simultaneously
learns the alignment and performs the analysis. We derive a
specific instance of the scheme using the Shared Response
Model for alignment and Multinomial Logistic Regression
for classification. In our experiments this method improves
the average classification accuracy from 65.5% to 68.5%, and
from 5.3% to 6.1% over the independently-trained methods.
Furthermore, our method achieves similar prediction with
almost half the samples used for alignment.

Index Terms— fMRI, functional alignment, shared re-
sponse model, semi-supervised method

1. INTRODUCTION
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging, or fMRI, is a non-
invasive imaging technique that allows neuroscientists to
learn how the human brain works. A neuroscience experi-
ment proceeds by having a subject inside the scanner doing
some tasks, while three-dimensional volumes are acquired.
The volumetric information shows the activity of the subject’s
brain. Physical and practical factors limit the duration of an
experiment, and because fMRI has high-spatial-low-temporal
resolution, the number of volumes (samples) is smaller than
the number of voxels (features) per volume. The imbalance
between features and samples lessens the statistical power
of the methods used for classification, regression, and other
types of analysis on the data.

Because neuroscience experiments require scanning sev-
eral subjects, a natural means to compensate the limitation
on the number of samples is to aggregate data from multiple
subjects. Combining samples from multiple subjects requires
to account for their brain differences. Anatomical alignment

methods aim at solving the anatomical structure problem us-
ing specific anatomical features for alignment [1, 2, 3]. Yet,
they fail to align functional topographies satisfactorily [2, 4].

More recently, methods that align functional topographies
have emerged. These methods leverage the smoothness prop-
erties of fMRI data [5, 6] to extract shared aspects across
subjects using factor models. Techniques based on Principal
Component Analysis [7], Independent Component Analy-
sis [8], Dictionary Learning [9], and Canonical Correlation
Analysis [10] have been proposed. Another example is the
Hyperalignment method [11] that assumes that subjects were
presented with a time-synchronized stimulus and extracts
shared features across subjects with orthogonal projections.
The Shared Response Model (SRM) [12] follows a simi-
lar idea but boosts the predictive power of the subsequent
analysis methods.

Despite their success in aggregating data from multiple
subjects, functional alignment methods have disadvantages.
Some of these methods require additional alignment data for
optimal performance, hence reducing the available time for
the actual experiment. Moreover, these methods are usually
followed by an analysis stage consisting of supervised learn-
ing (e.g., classification, regression [11, 12]), which requires
labeled data. Functional alignment methods are typically un-
supervised and fail to use these training labels to learn the
shared characteristics of the multi-subject data.

Consequently, we propose a semi-supervised scheme
that enforces simultaneous training of a functional align-
ment model and a supervised model. We suggest a general
approach to computing any instance of this scheme. Next,
we derive a specific instance of the scheme with the Shared
Response Model [12] for alignment and a Multinomial Lo-
gistic Regression (MLR) for a classification analysis. We
demonstrate its superiority by achieving better classification
performance or using less samples for alignment to obtain the
same performance as unsupervised methods.

2. THE SHARED RESPONSE MODEL
Recently, Chen et al. [12] devised a multi-subject func-
tional alignment method, the Shared Response Model (SRM)
achieving state-of-the-art prediction results. SRM assumes
that all the subjects receive the same stimuli during scanning,
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and hence, there is an underlying low-dimensional shared rep-
resentation across subjects for all samples. Let Xi ∈ Rv×t
be t column-vectorized fMRI volumes for subject i with v
voxels each. The model proposes that the data samples Xi

for subject i are obtained by transforming the k-dimensional
shared responses S ∈ Rk×t to the voxel space of the subject
with a subject-specific mapping Wi. Namely, the model is
described as Xi = WiS + Ei, where Ei ∈ Rv×t is the
ith subject representation error. Furthermore, this model as-
sumes that the mapping Wi is in the Stiefel manifold Vv,k
of orthonormal matrices, i.e., WT

i Wi = I. The parameter
k describes the dimension or the number of “features” of the
shared response subspace, which typically is much smaller
than the number of voxels v and samples t.

The authors propose in [12] to solve a constrained opti-
mization problem to compute the shared response Ŝ and the
mappings Ŵi. The constraints are due to the fact that the
mappings Wi are in the Stiefel manifold. The optimization
task is given by

Ŝ,
{

Ŵi

}N
i=1

= arg min
Wi,S

1

2

∑
i

‖Xi −WiS‖2F (1)

s.t. WT
i Wi = I i = 1 . . . N,

whereN is the number of subjects. The Frobenius norm aims
at reducing the representation error Ei. Problem (1) is non-
convex and finding the global optimum is hard. Therefore, the
authors follow a block coordinate descent approach, fixing all
but one matrix, which leads to a set of convex optimization
problems. In particular, computing the shared responses S
when fixing the mappings Wi, has a closed-form solution of
the form

S =
1

N

∑
i

WT
i Xi. (2)

Additionally, fixing S and all but one mapping Wi, N sepa-
rate subproblems are required to be solved. These problems
have a closed-form solution [13] of the form Wi = UVT ,
where U and V are the orthogonal matrices of the Singular
Value Decomposition of the matrix XiS

T . A local solution
to Problem (1) is computed by iteratively updating S and all
the mappings Wi.

3. A SEMI-SUPERVISED APPROACH FOR
FUNCTIONAL ALIGNMENT

To obtain a semi-supervised scheme, we add to the typical
loss function LAlign that fits a multi-subject functional align-
ment model, a loss term LSup that simultaneously requires
to learn a supervised task by fitting the model to extra labeled
data samples. The proposed semi-supervised scheme involves
solving the general optimization problem1

min
ψ,θ

(1− α)LAlign (ψ) + αLSup (θ;ψ) +R (θ) , (3)

1For simplicity, we limit the notation in Equation (3) to only the parame-
ters of the model and the tasks being solved, leaving out the data dependen-
cies.

where ψ and θ are the semi-supervised model parameters,
R (θ) is a regularization term for the supervised task, and
α ∈ [0, 1] is a scalar value that controls the bias between the
functional alignment term and the supervised term.

Instead of finding a solution to the functional alignment
problem first and then fitting a supervised model to the la-
beled data, Problem (3) computes the alignment parameters
and fits the supervised task at once. The difference between
these approaches is clearer when the objective function is dif-
ferentiated to obtain the gradient. In the former case, there is
no feedback from the supervised task to the functional align-
ment model, whereas in Problem (3) the gradient for updat-
ing the functional alignment term parameters depends also on
the supervised term LSup (θ;ψ). Parameter α controls the
mixture between the functional alignment model and a pure
supervised task solution. When α = 0 only LAlign is mini-
mized, and with α = 1 only LSup is minimized.

3.1. Estimating the Semi-Supervised Model
The general semi-supervised optimization problem in Equa-
tion (3) is likely to inherit properties from any of the penalty
terms. For example, using the objective function from SRM
in (1) for LAlign would make the semi-supervised problem
non-convex. Therefore, it is difficult to make assumptions for
the general semi-supervised model. However, there are two
typical methods that can compute a solution in many cases.
One option is the gradient descent method. This method is
very useful, but it usually needs a lot of iterations to con-
verge. An alternative option is a Block-Coordinate Descent
(BCD) approach [14]. In each step it solves a subproblem for
a group of variables while fixing the values of the remaining
ones. BCD methods have been shown to perform well em-
pirically in various problems [15, 14, 16]. Furthermore, this
method allows for more complex ideas like using a second
order method for a block.

A BCD approach to (3) seems natural, because the semi-
supervised scheme can be divided into two blocks: one for ψ
and one for θ. In particular, solving for θ leads to exactly the
same problem as minimizing the supervised task with LSup
alone. For example, when LSup represents a classifier or a re-
gression objective, a well-known algorithm for that problem
can be leveraged to obtain a solver for such a semi-supervised
method. An additional benefit is that the functional align-
ment parameters ψ are updated with the latest θ values in-
stead of those from the previous iteration like in the gradient
descent approach. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that
many methods could be developed for more specific versions
of LAlign and LSup.

3.2. Semi-Supervised Shared Response Model
To derive a specific version of the semi-supervised scheme
in (3), we use SRM as the functional alignment method and
an MLR [17] classifier to exploit the labeled data. Although
MLR allows for multi-class classification with a simple func-
tion to optimize, but other alternatives such as using hinge
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loss for multi-class SVM [18, 19] can be considered as well.
Recall the SRM objective term in equation (1):

LSRM ({Wi}i ,S; {Xi}i) =
1

2t

∑
i

‖Xi −WiS‖2F ,

where the Wis follow the orthogonality constraint as in SRM,
and t is a normalization factor representing the number of
alignment data samples in each Xi.

For the supervised term LSup, we choose an MLR clas-
sifier. In our semi-supervised model there are various ways
to feed the resulting functional alignment model to the clas-
sifier, and there are several options to apply the classifier as
well. Each such decision would yield a different update to
the model parameters and its usefulness would depend on the
application. We consider the case where all labeled samples
are used to train a single classifier that fits all subjects, having
one set of parameters θ for all subjects. Training a classifier
per subject does not exploit the functional alignment across
brains, missing an opportunity to boost prediction.

Let Zi ∈ Rv×q be q column-vectorized samples of sub-
ject i for the supervised task, and let yi ∈ [1, . . . , C]q be
the corresponding labels2 for the samples in Zi. Training the
MLR with the labeled data samples Zi directly maintains the
MLR term unpaired to the SRM term and does not exploit
the alignment benefits. The resulting alignment SRM can be
applied to the data Zi such that the classifier is trained in the
original voxel space of each subject, in the voxel space of
a specific subject, or in the shared response subspace. The
first case is obtained by applying the subject’s specific map-
ping to project the samples into the shared response subspace
and back from it, i.e., Ẑi = WiW

T
i Zi. This functions as

a denoising step for the data before classification. This re-
quires that all data samples for all subjects have the same
number of voxels. However, the voxel space of each sub-
ject could be different enough to limit the classifier predictive
power. The second case gets around the difference in subject
voxel spaces by projecting the shared responses back from the
shared response subspace to a subject-specific voxel space,
i.e., Ẑi = WjW

T
i Zi, where j is the same for all i. In the

third case, the labeled samples Zi are projected once using
the mappings Wi, i.e., Ûi = WT

i Zi. This functions as a
dimensionality reduction method by reducing the number of
features for the classifier (with k � v), and allows for a sim-
pler algorithmic derivation for updating the subject mappings
as they depend linearly on all the mappings. We continue
from here applying MLR on the shared response subspace.

We define the MLR classifier with parameters Θ ∈ Rk×C
and bias terms b ∈ RC , where C is the number of classes.
The MLR penalty function Li (Θ,b;Zi,yi,Wi) for subject
i is defined as

Li = −
1

2q

∑
j

log
(
softmax(yi)j

(
ΘT (WT

i (Zi)j) + b
))

,

2In the case of having a regression problem within LSup, the labels would
be described as real values.

where the notation (yi)j refers to the element j in yi, (Zi)j is
the sample (column) j of matrix Zi, and the softmax function
is defined as softmaxk (v) = exp(vk)/

∑
l exp(vl). Eventu-

ally, the MLR penalty function including all subjects is given
by their sums:

LMLR (Θ,b; {Zi,yi,Wi}i) =
1

γ

∑
i

Li, (4)

where γ > 0 is a scalar value that controls the influence of
the regularization term R (Θ).

To estimate the semi-supervised model based on SRM
with MLR, we derive the BCD approach for each parameter in
the method: S, each Wi, and the pair (Θ,b). The method ini-
tializes Wis with random orthonormal matrices and updates
each variable at a time. Because LMLR is independent of
S, the optimal shared response is obtained with Equation (2)
like in SRM. The parameters (Θ,b) are updated by minimiz-
ing the MLR objective function (4) with the selected regular-
ization term R (Θ). In our case, we use an `2-regularization
term and a Conjugate Gradients (CG) solver. On the other
hand, updating a subject’s mapping Wi requires computing
the gradient of the objective function in (3) w.r.t. Wi. We
note that only one term of LSRM and Li depends on Wi.
Therefore, the gradient is given by

∇Wi
LSRM (Wi,S) +∇Wi

LMLR (Θ,b;Wi) = (5)

α

t
WiSST − α

t
XiS

T +
1− α
γq

∑
j

[
C∑
l=1

(Yi)j,l (Zi)j (Θ)
T
l

−

∑C
l=1 exp

{
(b)l + (Θ)

T
l Wi (Zi)j

}
(Zi)j (Θ)

T
l∑C

l=1 exp
{
(b)l + (Θ)

T
l Wi (Zi)j

}
 ,

where Yi is an indicator matrix for vector yi with (Yi)j,l = 1
if (yi)j = l, and 0 otherwise. As the mapping Wi is or-
thonormal and resides in Stiefel manifold Vv,k, any optimiza-
tion method for updating the mappings should be constrained
to this manifold [20, 21]. Note how Equation (5) depicts the
influence of the classifier when updating the mapping Wi, in
contrast to the mapping updates for SRM in Section 2.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section we demonstrate our semi-supervised scheme
instantiated with SRM and MLR (SS-SRM). We use two
datasets for the experiments. The raider dataset [11] in-
cludes samples acquired while the subjects watched the
movie “Raiders of the lost ark” for 110 minutes followed
by 8 sets presenting still images from 7 different categories.
The region of interest was limited to the ventral temporal cor-
tex [22] and preprocessed as described in [12, 11]. The final
dataset contains 1000 voxels (500 voxels per hemisphere),
2203 volumes for the movie stimulus and 56 volumes for the
still image stimuli. Overall 10 subjects were scanned. In the
sherlock dataset [23], 17 subjects were scanned while view-
ing a portion of an episode of the “Sherlock” BBC series,
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Dataset Experiment MLR SRM SS-SRM
raider Image category 56.25% 65.53% 68.57%
sherlock Scene recall 4.28% 5.31% 6.12%

Table 1. Comparison of average accuracy for brain decoding
experiments.

yielding 1976 volumes. Then, the subjects were requested
to verbally recall the episode as best as they could. The
recall section was divided in 50 scenes and all the volumes
describing one scene were averaged and labeled. The number
of scenes varies per subject between 24 and 44. The poste-
rior medial cortex region of interest was used to extract 813
voxels per volume.

We implement the SS-SRM in Python with the pyManOpt
package [24] for updating the mappings with the Conjugate
Gradient in the Stiefel manifold. The SRM and SS-SRM code
is available in the Brain Imaging Analysis Kit3. We fixed the
number of iteration to 15 for both SRM and SS-SRM.

In the first experiment we evaluate the average classifica-
tion accuracy of the methods by classifying the categories of
the volumes with image stimuli from the raider dataset. We
consider different numbers of data samples for the functional
alignment part. We vary the length of the movie stimuli tak-
ing less volumes and use these for the functional alignment
task. Next, we partition the volumes of the still image stimuli
in 8 folds (each fold is a set) for all subjects and run an 8-fold
cross-validation. We run three methods: a plain MLR classi-
fier without functional alignment applied, SRM followed by
an MLR classifier, and SS-SRM. All the methods used an `2-
regularization with the γ parameter selected for best perfor-
mance and to avoid overfitting. The regularizer parameter for
the MLR classifier was γ = 0.001. SRM was trained with
k = 50 features for the shared response and the regularizer
value for MLR was γ = 0.001. The SS-SRM method used
also k = 50 features and parameters α = 0.2 and γ = 1.0.
The average accuracy performance of the methods and their
standard errors are presented in Figure 1. Also, the result-
ing predicting performance including the entire movie stimuli
is also shown in Table 1. The improvement obtained with
the functional alignment methods over a plain classifier is no-
table, while SS-SRM obtains better accuracy over SRM for
any movie length. SS-SRM needs about half the samples for
the functional alignment to achieve the same results as SRM
with the entire movie samples. This experiment shows the
potential of a semi-supervised method to achieve the same
accuracy levels when using less fMRI volumes for alignment.
Moreover, with more unlabeled data, it also has the poten-
tial to improve prediction results on labeled datasets. This is
crucially important because it is much easier to collect large
unlabeled datasets than large labeled datasets.

Next, we compare the prediction capabilities of the meth-
ods in the recall experiment using the sherlock dataset. Here,

3http://www.brainiak.org

Fig. 1. Average accuracy as a function of the number of align-
ment samples.

we compare the performance when classifying unseen scenes
from a single subject. We apply cross-validation by leaving
out 7 scenes from a specific subject in every fold. The scenes
are not necessarily contiguous in time, and as the number of
scenes per subject vary, a few were not left-out. The same
three methods as in the previous experiment were tested. The
MLR classifier used γ = 0.01, SRM with MLR ran with
γ = 10, whereas SS-SRM had γ = 0.1. Both, SRM and
SS-SRM used k = 25 features for the shared response di-
mension. Table 1 shows the accuracy for these methods. The
apparently low results are due to the high number of classes,
although all of them are above the chance level of 2.12%4.
Nevertheless, SS-SRM leverages the classification data better
and achieves a higher accuracy than the other methods.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a semi-supervised scheme that achieves si-
multaneous multi-subject fMRI functional alignment and
supervised task learning with labeled data. Our scheme is
applicable to combinations of functional alignment meth-
ods defined as optimization tasks and subsequent analyses
defined as supervised learning tasks. The scheme gener-
ates an inherent feedback loop from the supervised task to
the functional alignment method. We derived and imple-
mented SS-SRM, which aligns functional topographies using
the Shared Response Model and trains a Multinomial Lo-
gistic Regression classifier. Our proposed implementation
achieves better prediction accuracy than its unsupervised
SRM counterpart combined with an independently-trained
MLR classifier. We found that the same accuracy can be
achieved with less input brain volumes in our setup, leav-
ing more time for additional neuroscientific experimentation.
The semi-supervised scheme does not preserve spatial local-
ity, which is of crucial importance for interpretation of results
in neuroscience. Therefore, it would be beneficial to extend
the semi-supervised scheme to spatial preserving methods,
like a searchlight analysis.

4Three scenes were recalled only by less than 3 subjects and they were
removed from the data, leaving 47 different scenes for the experiment.
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